FORT WORTH FLY FISHERS

SPECIAL RAFFLE 2022
Three Chances to Win
CONTACT RICK HANESS FOR TICKETS: rohdevelopment@aol.com

1ST PRIZE
WINSTON Air 2, 9’0”
5-wt Rod and ORVIS
Mirage IV Reel
Color: Wicked

The next generation of all-around freshwater fly rods. These rods can do
anything – present tiny dry flies to wary trout on flat water, cast a heavy
streamer to the far bank in the wind, launch the entire line when you need it, and
make quick, accurate close-range shots. The new AIR 2 Freshwater Fly Rod
with Boron is a pack rod, a travel rod, a beautiful rod, and an all-around rod.
And it’s a Winston. When you can only bring one rod…the amazing new Boron
AIR 2. You won’t want to leave home without it. Now is the time.

A technologically superior reel conceived and designed from the ground up and built in New England by American craftsmen to
battle angry fish and laugh in the face of corrosive saltwater environments. The Mirage features a sealed and maintenance-free
carbon and stainless steel disc drag system with an aggressive knurled drag knob that goes from zero to full drag in a single drag
knob rotation. Patent-pending ball and ramp drag mechanism provides a smooth turning drag that follows a non-linear curve as the
drag knob is turned to give smoother adjustments in the fishing and fish-fighting range. The reel is a super large arbor for
increased retrieve rates and reduction in line coil. Machined in the USA from strong, yet lightweight 6061 T6 aluminum bar stock.

2nd PRIZE
TFO Axiom 2x, 9’ 0”,
6-wt. Rod and BVK III+ Reel
TFO’s patented and exclusive Axiom technology embeds a double-helix of
Kevlar within the blank. The superior tensile strength of the Kevlar acts to buttress the rod’s carbon fiber matrix in compression.
The result is that Axiom series fly rods stabilize faster and smoother, absorb shock better and comfortably tolerate over -loading.
The angler benefits because Axiom technology virtually eliminates the ability to overpower the rod when casting. Bottom line
– whether you carry more line in the air or push the rod to the limit, you won’t feel any mushiness – What you will feel is line
ripping out of your hand as it launches.
A fully-sealed drag system with super easy LH/RH retrieve changes and minimal maintenance.
The drag system is fully sealed Delrin® and stainless -steel to keep the drag clean and functioning
in rough and dirty environments. This new drag system provides a not iceably broader range of
resistance. The BVK SD series of reels are machined aluminum and anodized for durability and
use in fresh or saltwater. The super large arbor design gives these reels huge line capacity and enables the angler to
pick up line with incredible efficiency. The four reel series is perfect for everything from rainbow trout and bass all
the way to bonefish and baby tarpon. All models of the BVK SD come packaged in a black nylon reel pouch.

3rd PRIZE
Ute Bluff Lodge, 5 nights stay
Southfork, Colorado
Creatively decorated rustic log cabins, comfortable lodge rooms, and fully
equipped RV spaces on 17 beautiful acres is what you will find at Ute Bluff
Lodge. Adjacent to the Rio Grande National Forest, close to the Rio Grande
River, and just minutes from Wolf Creek Ski Area. Our guests enjoy a
recreation room with a full kitchen (reservation only), hot tub on a beautiful
deck, free Wi-fi, DirecTV with 50+ channels, gas grills, a guest laundry, a real
tipi, a spacious parking area, extra clean rooms, and a friendly welcome.

1 TICKET $ 20
3 TICKETS $ 50
6 TICKETS $ 100
Drawing will be Sept. 10, at Wild Acre Brewing Company
SPECIAL EVENT 6:00 PM
Attendance not required to WIN
www.fortworthflyfishers.org

